Graphene superior and unique properties make it a suitable material for biosensor. In this work, graphene interaction with yeast cell is investigated for development of graphenebased cell counter. The fabricated graphene channel was characterized by means of two-terminal and solution-gated three-terminal measurement setup. The correlation between graphene channel resistance and cell concentration was confirmed. The yeast cell was found to give n-type doping which modulate the conductivity of graphene channel.
INTRODUCTION
Graphene, a single-atomic-layer of carbon atoms bonded together in hexagons pattern, is a unique nanomaterial, which has attracted enormous attention since its discovery in 2004 [1] . Due to its high sensitivity to various adsorbates, large surface-tovolume ratio, unique optical properties and excellent electrical conductivity, graphene has been rapidly investigated for the development of various types of sensors such as humidity sensor and pH sensor [2] [3] [4] . Its sensor application can be extended to biomedical field [5] [6] [7] . The large surface area of graphene enhances the surface contact with the desired biomolecules that leads to the high sensitivity. For example, a multi-layer graphene attached with antibody was shown to have better sensitivity to cancer risk biomarker compared to other method [5] . In another graphene biosensor, metabolic activity of cell could be monitored based on the pH level [7] . The high sensitivity of graphene biosensor can also be associated to good electron conduction between the biomolecules and graphene, due to its zero bandgap. Furthermore, graphene's high optical transparency also allows real-time monitoring and characterization of the moving biomolecules.
In recent years, several efforts have been made to utilize graphene for biological cell analysis [6, 7] . The ultimate motivation is to enable cell analysis at single-cell level, which will contribute towards improved diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of critical diseases such as cancer. P. K. Ang et al. have demonstrated that malaria-infected red bloods cell could be distinguished from healthy cells by incorporating solution-gated graphene field-effect transistor with microfluidic channel [6] . Besides of analysis at single cell level, analysis of a cell group or population is also significance. Cell counting is a common and simple technique to determine the health and to reveal information about the progress of infectious diseases. The cell counting can be performed in various techniques such as manual calculation using hemocytometer, coulter counter, flow cytometry and image processing [8] [9] [10] [11] . Manual calculation using hemocytometer is a very simple and low-cost approach [8] . However, the reading is prone to error caused by the examiner. On the other hand, coulter counter and flow cytometry are more reliable tools [9] . The counting may take some time as the cell is counted one by one. By utilizing graphene, accurate and fast counting could be realized. Owing to graphene's high sensitivity, the signal from cell population could be translated to the number of cell.
Nevertheless, up to date, number of specific work on cell-based graphene biosensor is relatively low. More works is required in order to provide better understanding especially regarding the interaction between cell and graphene channel. In this work, we investigate the interaction between cell solution and electrical properties of graphene channel. Note that this work focuses on analyzing cell population (i.e. cell solution) rather than at single-cell level. The finding from this work is expected to contribute to the development of graphene-based cell counter. For this experiment, yeast cell is used to represent human cell as it can be easily obtained and possesses strong similarities to human cell. The correlation between numbers of cell with graphene channel resistance is investigated and discussed. Figure 1 shows the process flow of device fabrication. The fabrication process involves three stages, which are electrode formation, graphene transfer and deposition of encapsulation layer. A transparent glass slide was used as the substrate. This is to allow direct observation of yeast cell solution under microscope.
EXPERIMENTAL

Device Fabrication
Fabrication was started with formation of twoterminal gold electrode. The electrode was formed by photolithography and plasma sputtering process. The gap between the electrodes was 1.5 mm. Then, single-layer graphene grown on copper foil, which purchased from Graphenea Inc. (Spain) was transferred onto the substrate connecting the two gold electrodes. The purchased graphene film is claimed to have optical transparency above 97% and film continuity above 98%. Graphene transfer was done by etching out the underlying copper foil by using ferric chloride solution (1 M FeCl3). Prior to the etching, graphene was coated by polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). The PMMA layer functions as mechanical support which holds together the thin graphene film during the etching and transfer process. After the etching, PMMA-coated graphene sheet was transferred onto desired location. PMMA was removed by acetone after the completion of transfer process.
Figure 1 Device fabrication process flow
The device fabrication was completed by depositing encapsulation layer using printed-circuitboard photoresist. The function of encapsulation layer is to protect areas other than graphene layer from being contacted with yeast cell solution. The photoresist was coated onto substrate by spin coating and baked on hotplate. An opening area on graphene layer was defined by exposing the intended area with UV light and immersing into the developer solution. This uncovered area is the opening area where yeast cell solution is dropped. The length of opening layer is 1 mm. The formation of the opening area was confirmed with bare eye and microscope. The sample was further baked on hotplate at 120 C for 30 minutes. This is to improve chemical resistance of the coated photoresist layer. In order to confirm the presence of graphene after the aforementioned process, electrical continuity test was performed across the electrodes. The finite resistance indicates that the graphene is still attached onto the glass substrate and makes connection between the electrodes. Figure 2 shows a camera image and crosssectional schematic of the fabricated device. Dashed lines highlight the opening area between the electrode gap. Green colored area is the area coated with photoresist. Dashed line outlines the opening area.
Electrical Characterization at Different Cell Solution
Prior to current-voltage (I-V) measurement, yeast cell solution was prepared. The yeast cell solution was Two I-V measurement configurations were applied in order to investigate the interaction between cell and graphene channel. The configurations were two-terminal and solution-gated three-terminal setup. Figure  3 shows the measurement setup for the two configurations. Graphene channel resistance was measured at various cell concentrations. For solution-gated setup, a tungsten needle was used as the gate electrode. The gate voltage was varied to obtain transfer characteristic of solution-gated graphene transistor. All the I-V measurements were implemented using source measure unit (Keithley model 2400). All the yeast solutions were assumed to have almost similar temperature, thus the effect of solution temperature could be ignored. Figure 4 shows I-V characteristic of graphene channel when yeast cell solutions with various concentrations were dropped onto the opening area. Measurement using the methylene blue solution (i.e. absence of yeast cell) was also done and plotted in Figure 4 . In case of when using methylene blue solution, a linear I-V characteristic was observed. The graphene could be represented by a channel with a finite resistance. However, when yeast cell solution was added, the experimental result showed nonlinear curves. The nonlinear curve could be as a result of the change in electrostatic potential of graphene channel due to doping effect by yeast cell solution. Another interesting point from the result was the observation of the non-negligible shortcircuit current. The short-circuit current is the measured current at zero bias. Without yeast cell (i.e. methelyne blue solution), the short-circuit current is negligible. The current value was shown to be dependent to the cell concentration. The origin of the short-circuit current is still unclear. It can be due to leakage current through encapsulation layer, or due to the carrier movement induced by potential created by the yeast cell solution. From the measured nonlinear I-V curve, average dynamic resistance was calculated. The dynamic resistance was calculated by considering current change in voltage range of 0 to 0.1 V. Relationship between cell concentration and the calculated average resistance is shown in Figure 5 . Channel resistance was found to increase when cell concentration increases. The sensitivity of the fabricated sensor was calculated to be 12 Ω/(cell.cm -2 ) at low cell concentration. At higher cell concentration, the channel resistance value saturated. The sensitivity at this region was 0.18 Ω/(cell.cm -2 ). The reason of the observed trend is discussed at section 3.3. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two-terminal Measurement
Solution-gated three-terminal Measurement
The Interaction between cell and graphene can be further analyzed from the result of three-terminal measurement. In solution-gated three-terminal measurement setup, an operation of graphene transistor should be observed. Figure 6 shows an output characteristic of the solution-gated graphene transistor at cell concentration of 1.92 x 10 6 cell/cm 2 . Current saturation was observed in particular at gate voltage, VG of 0.2 and 0.4 V. As VG decreased from 0.6 to 0 V, the drain current decreased. This was the condition where graphene behaved as an n-type material. When VG was further decreased below 0 V, the drain current increased. At this operating region (VG < 0 V), graphene behaved as p-type channel. The observation of n-and p-type behaviour was an evidence of ambipolar characteristic of graphene channel. Figure 7 shows the plotted transfer characteristic at different cell concentration. A V-shaped transfer curve reflects the two types of conductions (i.e. electron and hole). At low cell concentration, a slight positive shift of the transfer characteristics was observed. Conduction of n-type channel was found to decrease at low cell concentration.
Discussion
Positive shift of the transfer characteristics (i.e. positive Dirac point shift) as well as suppression of electron conduction in Figure 7 are signs of p-type doping effect [12] . D. B. Farmer et al. have related the suppression of electron conduction to misalignment of channel and electrode neutrality points [12] . It could be concluded that solution with lower cell concentration gives higher p-type doping effect. The p-type doping effect is most likely come from deionized water in yeast solution. Water is well-known as p-type dopant of graphene channel [13] . The doping of graphene channel is achieved by surface charge transfer between graphene and water due to chemical potential difference [14] . At lower cell concentration p-type doping by water becomes dominant. At higher cell concentration, the p-type doping of water is reduced. We claimed that the ptype doping is balanced by n-type doping from yeast cell.
Our speculated mechanism explained the obtained result from two-terminal measurement shown in Figure 5 . The fabricated device can be considered to be p-type doped by water that used throughout the device fabrication [13] . When cell concentration increased, the n-type doping effect increased.
Thus, overall hole concentration decreased and subsequently increase the channel resistance. Channel resistance increases until a point where graphene switches to n-type channel. Note that near the transition point, the change of resistance is relatively small. This explains why resistance value seemed to be saturated at high yeast cell concentration.
CONCLUSION
Graphene channel was fabricated and its interaction with yeast cell solution was analyzed for the development of graphene-based cell counter. Yeast cell was used to represent human cell. Electrical characterization was performed using two configurations; two-terminal and solution-gated three-terminal setups. The obtained results indicated that yeast cell influences the resistance of graphene channel. The yeast cell is speculated to function as ntype dopant to the graphene channel. Further thorough investigation is highly required to verify the speculated mechanism. Nevertheless, this work exhibited the promising potential of graphene in particular as a cell counter.
